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Using  the  ongoing  situation  in  Syria  as  an  example,  this
particular incursion of the parasitic western powers, never
mind their other psychotic maneuvers, serves as a perfect
example of how the so-called powers that be are simply pissing
in the wind.

It’s ultimately futile.

It never succeeds in the tides of time. We just happen to be
living in the immediate moment.

That  the  whirled  can  stand  by  idly  watching  this  ongoing
madness is amazing, if not stunning. As if there’s any reason
to this insanity. Yet onlookers literally entertain whatever
comes at them, being boxed in by their previous and ongoing
engineered  mental  and  spiritual  allegiances,  however
subconscious  or  conscious.

Daily news items are bad enough, from people being jailed for
collecting  their  own  rainwater  to  UN  mandates  for  global
control mechanisms, or cops shooting innocent people, or the
mass media fawning over clearly satanic ritual demon-strations
at major events, it’s nuts.

But  the  global  and  personal  implications  are  resounding.
People feel it but can’t put their finger on it because of
engineered disorientation from fundamental morals and their
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estranged sense of truth. It’s a whirled that has essentially
lost its free will.

Something to seriously consider.

Yet, despite the fanfare, these imposed mechanisms will fail,
being based on faulty, fear based and fully fabricated lies
and deception, founded on the imposed deep seated mandate to
subvert, destroy and control what’s left.

A clear recipe for self immolation.

When will this cascade into its own demise? I don’t know. But
it can’t be that far away and appears to have clearly begun
this process already as evidenced by their desperation.

The funny thing is they’re falling all over each other to be
the first to bring on the next phase. Psychopaths in a pissing
contest to be the most obedient to their masters’ commands.
Just amazing.

Is Anybody Paying Attention?
The Syria set up for some kind of global confrontation has
been spelled out for years. Many thought Iran would be the
line in the sand but it appears Russia chose Syria for making
the stand which I and many others have written about, but it
may yet move on. We don’t know. Just that the dark-hand driven
machine keeps grinding away and we are seemingly relegated to
the audience position is bad enough.

Clearly noteworthy and by design.

It really doesn’t matter where the line is drawn, the fact
remains  there’s  a  presupposed  line  and  a  presumed
confrontation  with  big,  bad  enemies.  Continually.

Confrontation has been the psychotic West’s technique du jour
to precipitate what it wants geopolitically, as well as being
a created psycho-spiritual tool in the mass mind. Construct an



enemy  of  their  “righteous”  hegemony  for  “security  and
democracy”and dutifully knock it off as a threat to world
stability. Then take everything you can. All for security, of
course.

Same old, same old. Orwell had all this nailed in 1984.

The current reality remains that besides the ongoing NATO
insanity, revved up armed, aided and abetted proxy governments
are  working  willingly  to  effect  and  accomplish  this  same
globalist agenda, the engineered ISIS scare being the prime
example.  Something  to  seriously  think  about  with  serious
questions  pending.  What  is  the  mainstream  news  narrative
really conveying and what is the truth of the matter?

The mindwash is amazing to behold. How so many can succumb to
such fabricated nonsense is dumbfounding.

Hence the Awakening
When  paradigms  collapse  it’s  a  good  thing.  Clearly
disconcerting to the uninformed less conscious individual but
so be it. Bring it on. The blatantly obvious psychotic US
election mayhem is shaking more people up by the day, finally,
and the idiotic false choice between obvious psychopaths with
the reality that dark forces ultimately have their fingers on
the lever anyway they want to shape it is shaking people up.

Again, finally.

People are flocking to alternative news by the minute. Never
underestimate that. Information is just the beginning, but
when truth resonates things happen. Mind levers click, heart
sensing is affirmed, convictions are strengthened, and people
slowly awaken.

This is how it starts.

People lose their fear of non-conformity and reality starts to
sink  in…it’s  a  process.  And  when  it  activates  big  things



happen.  Unanswered  or  answerable  questions  arise  and  the
vacuum for truth expands.

Expect a lot more. And let’s be there to reinforce it and fill
in the gaps. Wisely and lovingly.

And persistently.

It’s a very hard time for most people. They haven’t had a clue
for a long time. Keep filling in the obvious spaces with clear
truths, however disconcerting to their mass programming.

And never doubt your role in all of this. We each strengthen
each other as we wake up and activate. It’s a marvelous thing
on so, so many levels.

Know that.

We’re in this together and need each other. Let’s do the right
thing and help facilitate this change. It’s all there for us
to influence at this point.

Or any point for that matter. That’s conscious awareness.

Much love, Zen

 

Zen Gardner is an impactful and controversial author
and speaker with a piercing philosophical viewpoint.
His writings have been circulated to millions and his

personal story has caused no small stir amongst the entrenched
alternative pundits. His book You Are the Awakening has met
rave  reviews  and  is  available  on  amazon.com.  You  Are  the
Awakening examines the dynamics of the awakening to a more
conscious awareness of who we are and why we are here –
dynamics which are much different from the programmed approach
of this world we were born into.
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